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(b. 1976)
Emily McPherson & Tara Schwab, flute
Nicoleen Wilson, clarinet
Anna Waite, bass clarinet
Rebecca Olason, horn
Sarah Viens, trumpet
Shaunna Eberhard, piano
Nicolas Newhouse, percussion

Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune  Claude Debussy  
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Tara Schwab, flute
Jeremy Curtis, oboe
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Paul Owen, percussion
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Brian Ki, viola
Josh Koller, cello
Andrew Juul, bass
Shaunna Eberhard, harmonium

240 Weeks  Marc Mellits  
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Joel Gabriel, last to arrive
Zoë Principle
Alan’s Wrench
Serena’s Lullaby
Allison Sarah’s Samba
Nina’s Dance
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Nicoleen Wilson & Anna Waite, clarinet
Nicholas Newhouse & Paul Owen, percussion
Shaunna Eberhard, piano
Mark Rockwood, violin
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MASTER’S RECITAL

DAVID VICKERMAN, conductor

This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Master of Music in Conducting

David Vickerman is a student of Robert Ponto
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